1 Go to green Flyaway sign at LAX (one at each terminal of LAX)

Take Flyaway bus at LAX to **Union Station** (be careful not to take Flyaway bus to other destinations, there are at least two other Flyaway destinations). Bus comes every 30 minutes. Pay $7 cash when you get off (no credit cards or checks)

**Figure 2 Flyaway bus departing from LAX stop**
3. Walk about 5 minutes from Flyaway bus area (outdoors) to Union Station entrance and go to Metro Gold Line, buy $1.25 ticket from vending machine just before going upstairs to track, and take **Northbound** Gold Line train to Pasadena (direction **Sierra Madre Villa** station). Get off Gold Line at Memorial Park station.

**Figure 3 Sign at entrance to Union Station indicating Gold Line**
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**Figure 4 Gold Line Platform at Union Station (upstairs from tunnel under tracks)**

![Gold Line Platform at Union Station](image)
Walk about 5 minutes from Memorial Park Gold Line station to hotel, go west on Holly Street, cross Raymond Ave, proceed to Fair Oaks Ave, turn right on Fair Oaks, walk north to hotel.